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Cambridge University Press 0. Softcover. Book Condition: New. The Active Spelling activity books for
Years 1 to 5 aim to develop strong spelling skills and confident spellers. It is attractive, colourful and
easily accessible to primary students. The dynamic and visual elements of Active Spelling aim to
attract and capture students? attention and engage them in active learning. The series incorporates
a variety of approaches addressing the range of learning styles in a typical class. The activities
include opportunities to write, say and notice words, to think about words and the way they are
spelt. They reinforce motor memory and oral learning, provide visual stimulus for the visual learner
and encourage an active, positive and thinking approach to acquiring spelling skills. The major
elements of Active Spelling are: ? a clearly defined layout with four major activities per unit and
including assessment and extension activities ? a consistent treatment of phonological patterns and
sequence ? vocabulary revolving around chosen themes providing spelling in context ? activities
that can be completed with limited instruction but easily adapted to whole-class activity ?
review/testing (once per term) ? a scope and sequence chart for each book for reference Printed
Pages: 64.
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Reviews
This ebook is great. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I am just easily will get a satisfaction of reading through a composed pdf.
-- B r enda n Doyle
A top quality ebook and also the font employed was interesting to read. This is for those who statte there was not a worth studying. Your life span will
probably be enhance when you total looking at this ebook.
-- B illy Chr istia nsen
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